Many knowledge-based applications require knowledge maintenance to keep the application functional throughout its lifecycle. In this paper we present iCAM, a constraintbased knowledge maintenance system that operates in a hospital's material management domain. iCAM uses consistency algorithms to assist users in placing orders and making order corrections, and to ensure that maintenance activities are consistent with the department's ordering environment. This approach allows iCAM to interact with the user to revise orders and/or to update the knowledge base. For the user, there is not much distinction between these two tasks. This is one of iCAM's greatest strengths; order corrections and knowledge maintenance are carried out in a similar manner, since both are based on inconsistencies with respect to the existing knowledge base. iCAM has various constraint types that support physical and policy restrictions. It also allows maintenance to be done by a number of users while maintaining the integrity of the knowledge base by a system of role restrictions.
INTRODUCTION
A major challenge in building AI applications is the acquisition and maintenance of problem-dependent knowledge. In this paper we address this challenge using constraint technology. More specifically, we consider the problem of maintaining a constraint knowledge base, building on the ideas that knowledge in this form is easy to handle and that this technology has the potential to address some of the basic difficulties in knowledge maintenance.
In this research we take inspiration from the classic work of knowledge acquisition in a rule-based expert system context: Randall Davis' Teiresias [1] . Just as Davis implemented Teiresias as a knowledge acquisition companion to the MYCIN expert system [2] , we have implemented a knowledge maintenance system that we call iCAM (interactive Constraint Acquisition and Maintenance) as a companion to ProCon [3] , a system developed to help with hospital material management.
Implementing knowledge maintenance in a constraintbased setting -where the primary knowledge elements are constraints not rules, and the primary inference mode is constraint propagation not rule chaining -provides new opportunities and challenges. Constraint-based systems have the advantage that consistency and inconsistency play a central role in many application domains. For example, if a nurse changes the order for gauze pads, a constraint on the relationship between pads and bandages can provide the opportunity to prompt the nurse to also change the order for bandages.
On the other hand, when inconsistencies arise among complex interrelationships, we face the challenge of assigning blame in a constraint-based context. While there is a growing body of work on knowledge acquisition and related topics in constraint programming, there is room for additional progress in translating this advantage into practical, interactive, knowledge maintenance tools.
In this paper we show that a constraint based maintenance system has some key strengths:
• the ability to combine the tasks of ordinary system usage and knowledge maintenance in a relatively seamless manner, thus allowing maintenance on-the-fly, and accomplishing this with a single set of techniques, • the ability to support priorities in the knowledge base using different constraint types, • the ability to support distributed knowledge maintenance within an organisation by combining constraint reasoning and restrictions based on user roles (who can do what).
In the next section we provide a short introduction to knowledge acquisition and constraint programming. The following 'system overview' section, introduces ProCon and describes iCAM's constraint model components. In the Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. fourth section, 'system-user interaction', we describe the principal maintenance features currently implemented in iCAM and the way in which they are supported. The following section highlights related work. The paper finishes with a summary and directions for further work.
BACKGROUND Knowledge Acquisition and Maintenance
Knowledge acquisition (KA) is the transfer and transformation of problem-solving expertise from a knowledge source (humans, books, documents, databases, www-sites, etc.) to a program. This process includes knowledge representation, refining, and verification, as well as testing. The Knowledge Based System (KBS) community has identified Knowledge Acquisition (KA) as one of the main bottlenecks when creating a KBS. In particular, acquiring human knowledge-knowledge elicitation (KE)-is a timeconsuming process that requires access to expertise, which is sometimes only implicitly known by the expert, and which involves further difficulties in reception/uptake on the part of the knowledge engineer [4] .
Knowledge Maintenance (KM) is another major bottleneck in knowledge engineering as well as in knowledge management. In addition to eliciting knowledge, such knowledge needs to be maintained to keep the application functional throughout its lifecycle. For example, the KBS system XCON's rules of operation increased from 700 to 6.200 during its first 7 years and 50% of its rules were updated every year [5] . KM includes adding, updating, verifying, and validating the content; discarding outdated and redundant knowledge; and detecting knowledge gaps that need to be filled. KM also involves simulating the effect that any maintenance action might have. Because different people are involved in the lifecycle of the system, proper documentation of KA and KM activities is vital. Even though KM is an important bottleneck in knowledge engineering, it has received surprisingly little attention in comparison to KA. However, many systems that are classified as knowledge acquisition/elicitation tools require a significant amount of existing domain knowledge to focus their knowledge elicitation process. For example, knowledge elicitation in TEIRESIAS is more effective when maintaining already comprehensive knowledge bases, than when eliciting knowledge from scratch. Therefore such tools should, at least partly, be considered as KM tools. For more information about KM, see [6] .
Constraint Programming
Constraint programming has been successfully applied to many real-world problems, such as scheduling, planning, configuration, layout, resource allocation, and decision support, because these problems can be easily modelled in terms of constraints [7] . Constraint satisfaction techniques attempt to find solutions to Constraint Satisfaction Problems (CSPs). There are a number of efficient toolkits available (e.g. [8] ), especially designed to handle these problems. A CSP is defined by:
• a set of variables X={X 1 ,..., X n }, A solution to a CSP is the assignment of a value to every variable in such a way that all constraints are satisfied. The main CSP search technique interleaves various forms of backtracking search with consistency enforcement, in which infeasible values are removed from the domains of the variables through reasoning about the constraints. Consistency mechanisms can also be used in a standalone manner or be applied to individual constraints. Since interactive episodes often involve correcting violations of a small set of constraints, applying consistency mechanisms is sufficient for many interactive situations. The most commonly used consistency maintenance techniques establish arc consistency [9] . A CSP is arc consistent if every remaining value in each domain D i can be extended in each constraint that X i participates in to form a tuple of that constraint. Other forms of consistency (not used in iCAM) establish that any value in a domain can be extended to satisfy a set of constraints whose scopes overlap.
SYSTEM OVERVIEW ProCon
Cork University Hospital (CUH) has a main storage facility that supplies local departmental stores. Supplies may be automatically replenished to departments on a regular basis (push), or the departments may requisition items as necessary (pull). Whether the existing manual logistic system (along with existing storage space) will be sufficient when the hospital expands was a major concern for the hospital's Materials Management Service (MMS) team. The Cork Constraint Computation Centre (4C) was given the task to evaluate the current inventory management system and to provide a new system that would allow simulation of different inventory strategy changes before any new strategy is implemented.
We developed an inventory system which uses Constraint Programming along with existing Operations Research inventory models. The system, now handed over to CUH, is a Probabilistic Space-Constrained Model with Continuous and Periodic Review System that we named ProCon. ProCon assists the MSS by suggesting what items to stock, stock levels, replenishment levels, and the replenishment frequency for the departments.
While ProCon was being developed, CUH provided us with data about every product that had been pushed or pulled from the main storage to the various departments for the time period from 2000 to 2003. From this data, we created a database of the department's demand (Year Usage, Average Weekly usage, and standard deviations) for each individual product. Not all information that ProCon required was available (e.g. Service Level, Product Volume, Product Storage Volume, etc.), so we estimated the missing data.
iCAM's Constraint Model
iCAM's constraint model reflects the ordering environment of a hospital department. The model is created by different stakeholders such as the department in question, the MMS team, the hospital's strategic management group etc. In this model, the products are represented by variables, while domain values represent possible quantities of the product that can be ordered. There are two types of constraints: policy and physical constraints.
• Policy Constraints: A department's ordering environment normally operates under a combination of policies, created at either a general or departmental level. A policy is simply a set of rules used to guide decisions and actions related to the ordering of products. A policy constraint imparts ordering advice to users; this advice can be of an abstract strategic nature (e.g. a preference to order disposable products) or can reflect more concrete order-relationships (e.g. when ordering product X, the same amount of product Y should also be ordered). These policy constraints can be created through interviews with hospital staff, data mining of previous orders, or through knowledge maintenance sessions between iCAM and hospital staff.
• Physical constraints: The MMS team and/or the chief nurse can create a physical constraint to reflect operational limitations (e.g. storage space) related to the ordering environment. In contrast to a policy constraint (a suggestion that can be ignored), a physical constraint reflects physical limitations that must be accommodated (and therefore must not be violated).
In this paper, we assume that iCAM has a well-developed constraint model, which, however, must be maintained. Maintenance of iCAM's constraint model can be done either online or offline. In an offline situation, which is described elsewhere, a user can do 'what if' analyses to check existing constraints or evaluate the effect of new ones. In this paper we describe online maintenance, in which constraint violations that arise during order preparation are handled on the fly by the user. This may involve modifying or removing a constraint. To ensure that a human maintenance error does not propagate freely throughout the hospital departments, a safety mechanism is incorporated. A user can only remove or change all or part of a constraint if:
• he/she is employed in the same operational area as the creator of the constraint, • and has the same or higher user-level as the creator of the constraint.
Before removing a constraint, iCAM demands a justification for its removal. iCAM then de-activates the constraint and moves it to a library for decommissioned constraints, along with the justification for deletion, name of the user deleting the constraint, and the current date. This library will in the future allow iCAM to match new constraints with previously deleted ones and if a match is found, inform the user why the new constraint might be inappropriate.
To assist in maintaining the constraint model, each constraint is labelled with an array of information. Table 1 shows the properties of an iCAM constraint label. The first three columns provide general information including constraint, name, description, type (policy or physical), etc.. The fourth column describes the constraint's parts (e.g. 3X1+2X3,>,X2). The fifth column describes the constraint's temporal tags-that indicate when a constraint should be activated, deactivated, or discarded. The first row of the sixth column provides path names for constraint violation templates which allow iCAM to explain constraint violations in semi-structured natural language. The second row in this column provides a path to the maintenance log file that contains details of maintenance work on the constraint since its creation. The final tag in this column regulates which type of user will have the right to delete as well as maintain the constraint or part of the constraint. For example, a nurse would not have the right to change the volume of products involved on the left hand side of the constraint but he/she is allowed to change the volume of local storage space modelled on the right hand side of the constraint. 
SYSTEM-USER INTERACTION
In this section, we describe the methods iCAM currently employs to assist users in placing orders and maintaining the knowledge of the department's ordering environment, modelled as a CSP. We illustrate each method with an example.
These examples involve three products required by the Operating Theatre 1, which is responsible for heart surgery at CUH: 'CATHETER GUIDING 6F', 'BALLOON ADANTE' and 'CONNECTOR TUBING 30CM'. The chief nurse (in consultation with the MMS team) has already created a physical constraint to ensure that nobody can order more products than would fit into the dedicated storage space (taking existing 'stock level' into consideration). In this example, this space is a cupboard of volume 190 cm 3 . Internally, iCAM represents this constraint as: '2*X1+4*X2+4*X14<=190-(2*Y1+4*Y2+4*Y14)', where X denotes products to order, Y the 'stock level' of matching products, and {190, 2, 4, 4} the volume of the storage and individual products. If iCAM detects a violation of this constraint, this indicates that there is inadequate space to accommodate the planned order of products. There is also a policy constraint created locally in 'Operating Theatre 1', which suggests that staff, when placing an order of 'CATHETER GUIDING 6F', should also order an equal amount of 'BALLOON ADANTE'.
When an order is placed, iCAM checks that it is consistent with existing policy and physical constraints by instantiating each constraint's variables with the chosen order values to see if the constraint is satisfied (see Figure 1) . If no constraint is violated the order is automatically sent to the material management group.
However, if a nurse places an order of, say, 20 'CATHETER GUIDING 6F' but only 10 'BALLOON ADANTE', iCAM will detect a violation of the policy constraint described above and initiate a system-user interaction. The interaction begins with the presentation of a 'Violation View' (see Figure 2 ) detailing how the proposed order has violated a particular constraint along with information about that constraint (its rationale, who created it, when, etc.) and about any maintenance conducted since its creation (change, date of change, justification, person responsible for the change, etc.). The details of the 'Violation View' and the possible actions a user may take depend on, a) the type of user and, b) the creation level (i.e. whether the constraint was created at a local or general level; see previous section). For a non-expert such as a nurse, iCAM would use a constraint violation template attached to the constraint to parse the constraint into semi-structured natural language: "The order quantity 'CATHETER GUIDING 6F' should be the same as the quantity of 'BALLOON ADANTE' ordered." In addition, iCAM would only present the nurse with information relevant to the action he/she is allowed to take, as well as the constraint's creation, possible maintenance, products and order quantities involved (See Figure 2) . The actions that the user can take are shown in the right hand panel of the window. These include both the basic actions (Bookkeeping Mode) and knowledge acquisition and maintenance actions (Maintenance Mode). These modes represent alternative actions that the user may have to take to place an order. This is one of the iCAM's greatest strengths; it carries out maintenance under the same conditions that its bookkeeping functions are carried out, that is, when there is a conflict between the user's view and the knowledge represented (as a CSP) in the knowledge base, which is shown as a constraint violation. Under these conditions, the user either adjusts his/her view to conform to iCAM's or conducts maintenance activities to ensure that iCAM will have the same view that they have. This 'knowledge maintenance only when needed' ensures that iCAM's knowledge is kept fresh, relevant and updated throughout the lifecycle of the system.
Bookkeeping Mode
In this mode, the user's options vary depending on whether the constraint violated is a physical or a policy constraint. The possible actions are:
1. ACCEPT SUGGESTIONS: Along with a view of the products involved (shown in the lower left hand panel of the violation view), values that satisfy the violated constraint appear in a pop-down menu beside the command button (Figure 2 ). In our 'Operating Theatre 1' example, the two suggestions are to increase the order of 'CATHETER GUIDING 6F' to 20 or to lower the quantity of 'BALLOON ADANTE' to 10.
ADJUST STOCK LEVEL: Clicking this button brings
up a second screen that shows the system's (ProCon's) value for the current stock level, which the user can adjust. After an adjustment, iCAM checks for violations. If none are detected, iCAM will proceed with the order. This option is only available if the violated constraint involves stock level.
NEW ORDER VALUE:
The user may agree with the rationale and design of the constraint but not with the values suggested by iCAM. This option allows the user to choose a different order value than the ones suggested.
4. IGNORE: iCAM does not allow to the user to ignore physical constraints. However, in a case where a policy constraint's recommendation is inappropriate, the user can choose to ignore the violation and proceed with the order. If so, iCAM automatically records the constraint, username, date, etc. This allows iCAM to take appropriate action for repeatedly ignored constraints (remove, change constraint timer, etc.).
Maintenance Mode
1. UPDATE CONSTRAINT: If a user, after analyzing the 'Violation View', believes that the constraint does not correctly reflect the operational setting it should capture, or believes that extending the constraint could incorporate additional inventory knowledge, he/she can choose to modify the constraint. iCAM then presents components of the constraint for adjustment. (Which components are permitted to be adjusted is userdependent.) For instance, a nurse could modify the policy constraint to reflect his/her knowledge that about 10% of the time the 'BALLOON ADANTE' breaks when connected to the 'CATHETER GUIDING 6F'. The modified constraint would suggest to a user who orders 'CATHETER GUIDING 6F WISEGUIDE' not only to order the same quantity of 'BALLOON ADANTE' but to add an additional 10% of them. In our running example, iCAM permits a nurse in 'Operating Theatre 1' to adjust the value for existing storage space in the physical constraint, but only the material management team can adjust the volumes of the actual products. Suppose the nurse, being aware of some extra space created after spring-cleaning, increases the dedicated storage volume by 50cm 3 . In this case, the nurse has challenged the physical constraint's representation of the operation settings, discovered the gap in knowledge, and added new knowledge. Any user who modifies a constraint is asked to provide a maintenance note that iCAM tags the constraint with. This note contains the justification for change, username, date, and type of modification etc. iCAM then checks if the nurse's order is consistent with the modified constraint before proceeding with the order.
REMOVE CONSTRAINT:
As noted earlier, a user can only remove a constraint if he/she is employed in the same operational area and has the same or higher userlevel as the creator of the constraint. For instance, a nurse can remove a policy constraint created locally by a co-worker, but cannot remove one that the chief nurse for the department or the material management team for the entire hospital created. Before removing a policy constraint, iCAM records a justification for its removal. iCAM then de-activates the constraint and saves it with the justification, user name, and date in a library for decommissioned constraints.
3. ADD CONSTRAINT: An investigation of a constraint violation might cause a user to add a new constraint to capture related inventory knowledge. For instance, a nurse investigating the 'Violation View' of the policy constraint described above might add a constraint to reflect a one-to-one usage between 'BALLOON ADANTE' and 'CONNECTOR TUBING 30CM'. iCAM ensures that the constraint is consistent with existing constraints and does not match any previously deleted ones. Before adding the constraint, iCAM tags it accordingly with the rationale, constraint name, creator's name, date, type of constraint etc.
Consistency reasoning
Much of the reasoning required for bookkeeping and maintenance is carried out using algorithms that establish arc consistency (AC2001 [9] ) with respect to the constraint(s) in question. Since a department's ordering environment is modelled as a CSP that consists of physical and policy constraints, we maintain two sub-sets of constraints: one that contains only policy constraints (called policy CSP) and one that contains physical constraints (called physical CSP). This gives us three CSPs (original CSP, Policy CSP, and Physical CSP) on which a consistency algorithm can be applied to remove order quantities (domain values) that are inconsistent. Applying consistency algorithms on these CSPs provides three sets of possible quantities for each product; one containing values that will not violate any constraints; another whose values would not violate any policy constraints; and finally a range whose values would not violate any physical constraints. As the user prepares an order for several products, each successive order quantity provides iCAM with new restrictions on the possible order values for the other products. After each order value is selected, iCAM reruns the consistency algorithms to identify new inconsistent values for those products still to be processed by the user.
Consistency reasoning for bookkeeping
iCAM presents the user with the three ranges of values (see above), along with ProCon's recommended value, which is based on its mathematical inventory model that optimizes the ordering quantity from a financial point of view cost of storage, salary, space, pilferage etc.; see Order Assistance Window in Figure 1 . We believe that showing these ranges will help the user to order products in accordance with the various aspects of the hospital environment. For example in Figure 1 , when the nurse chooses to order 10 'STENT MEDTRONIC', the order value is highlighted since it would violate a constraint. The user can then ask iCAM for assistance in choosing order values. iCAM presents the 'Order Assistance View' with the range shown on the screen, and the nurse would see that an order of 0 to 5 packages would not violate any constraints. The user can also see at what amount the order would start breaking the policy or the physical constraints. So, in this case up to 40 packages can be ordered violating only physical constraints, but if more than 40 are ordered, then policy constraints will be violated as well.
Consistency reasoning for maintenance
The same consistency algorithms used to assist the nurse in placing an order-choosing order values and correcting order violations-are also used to assist the user during maintenance. Here, iCAM applies the algorithms to the model after the user has added or updated a constraint, to check if these constraints are consistent with the remaining constraint knowledge base. If all domain values (ordering values) for a particular product are removed by the algorithms, iCAM informs the user that the new or updated constraint is inconsistent with existing model and asks if he/she would like to return to the previous state of the model. Suppose, for example, a hospital department is working under a set of constraints that have reduced the possible ordering quantity of the 'NEEDLE ASTERIA' to {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} and 'STERILISING PADS' to {7, 8, 9, 10}. A nurse then adds a policy constraint that suggests that a user ordering needles should order the same amount of sterilizing pads. iCAM would add this constraint to the model and would then determine that if this constraint is added, all domain values for both products are removed, thus making it impossible for a user to order any of these products without violating a constraint. iCAM would inform the user about this and propose to undo the maintenance activity.
RELATED WORK Interactive Knowledge Elicitation tools
Some interactive tools have tried to overcome some of the issues associated with knowledge acquisition and maintenance (described earlier) by relieving the knowledge engineer of certain tasks or else entirely replacing the engineer. However, these approaches are associated with a number of other difficulties, including ensuring that the system is intuitive for the domain expert to use, and that the expert is able to conceptualize his/her own domain in ways envisaged by the tool. TEIRESIAS [1] was the first welldocumented interactive knowledge acquisition and maintenance tool. It was followed by a new generation of tools that used a so-called 'role limited' approach such as MORE, ETS, MOLE, SALT, and OPAL (reviewed in [10] ) to help focus the interaction with the domain expert. COCKATOO [11] is a more recent KA tool which uses formal grammars augmented with constraints to state what type of knowledge to elicit; here the constraints are used to focus the elicitation process (e.g. ensuring the elicited knowledge falls within a pre-defined range). Other recent tools involve problem-solving method libraries and ontologies (e.g. [12, 13] ) to assist in the elicitation process. As mentioned earlier, although these systems are classified as knowledge acquisition/elicitation tools, several of them require a significant amount of existing domain knowledge to focus their knowledge elicitation process. Therefore those tools should, at least partly, be considered as knowledge maintenance tools.
We have described one approach to handling knowledge maintenance bottlenecks in a constraint based context. A very interesting, but more specialised, knowledge maintenance tool is ConEditor [14] that assists in acquiring and maintaining constraints in Engineering Design using ontologies. ConEditor is currently being integrated with the Designers' Workbench [15] , which supports designers by checking if their design configurations satisfy both physical and organizational constraints. Currently the Designers' Workbench only uses a predicate check to detect constraint violation. There are similarities between iCAM and their work, but in comparison to our work, they do not apply any algorithms to remove inconsistent values during maintenance.
The Constraint Programming (CP) community faces similar issues in acquiring knowledge to properly model a problem. There is growing interest in acquisition and related topics, as evidenced in the recent Special Issue on UserInteraction in Constraint Satisfaction of the Constraints journal [16] . For instance, learning from examples has been applied to constraint acquisition [17] . In [18] a system is described that permits users to add or modify design guidelines and uses constraint reasoning to identify violations.
Matchmaker [19] is a CP technique with similarities to the KA tools built for the 'propose and revise' problem solving method. With Matchmaker the user is presented with a suggestion -the solution to a constraint satisfaction problem (CSP) -and if this is unsatisfactory, the user can provide corrections (add constraints), this suggestioncorrections interaction continues until the user is presented with a solution to his/her satisfaction.
Additional related topics in Constraint Programming
Knowledge maintenance for constraint satisfaction is related to a variety of additional topics in constraint programming including interactive CSP, dynamic CSP, open CSP, partial CSP, soft CSP, explanation, constraint hierarchies. Knowledge maintenance provides a specific, important context for work on these topics. [21, 22] . While Open CSP and Interactive CSP concern the acquisition process, the Dynamic CSP focuses more on the maintenance issue. In a Dynamic CSP, each change (adding, changing, or removing a constraint) results in a new CSP (CSP 1 , CSP 2 ,…CSP n ) and a solution to a Dynamic CSP n would involve solving all CSPs up to CSP n , a possibly time consuming task. Therefore reusing previous knowledge about search becomes imperative [23] . Explanation in CP [24, 25] is a related topic. Explanations can be used to address user questions such as why no solution exists, why certain domain values are inconsistent, and what will happen if a constraint is re-instantiated [26] .
The distinction between policy and physical constraints makes iCAM a kind of constraint hierarchy. In a constraint hierarchy, constraints are partitioned into levels, {C 0 , C 1 , .., C n }, where C 0 are hard constraints that must be satisfied and C 1 … C n are soft constraints of decreasing priority [27] . In the current system we simply present results separately for the two levels (our physical and policy CSPs), without carrying the hierarchical aspects forward into results for the 'full' CSP.
SUMMARY & FUTURE WORK
Many knowledge-based applications require knowledge maintenance to keep them functional throughout their lifecycle. In this paper, we have presented iCAM, a system that uses constraint-based reasoning to carry out knowledge maintenance in the domain of hospital material management. We have described how iCAM models the ordering environment as a constraint satisfaction problem and the form of its system-user interaction. We have shown how iCAM applies consistency algorithms to assist in placing orders and correcting infeasible orders, and when the user adds or updates a constraint. Instead of requiring that maintenance be carried out off-line, iCAM's maintenance activities are interwoven with daily product ordering and are only initiated when a knowledge discrepancy is detected when placing an order.
Using a constraint model for knowledge maintenance offers new means of handling basic problems in this field such as verifying the consistency of the knowledge as well as predicting the effect that any maintenance action might have. In this vein we plan to extend the present system to include the mathematical inventory model in ProCon so it can be maintained in the same way that constraint knowledge is currently maintained. It may also be possible to employ constraint-based reasoning to improve storage space management, based on historical demand and users' knowledge of relationships between products, e.g. products used for the same procedure should be stored together. Finally, we can take advantage of work on explanation in constraint programming (see related work section) to support explanations for constraint violations such as why certain order values are inconsistent.
